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C H A N G E   T H E   W A Y   W E   G I V E 



FabRaps are 100% certified organic cotton gift wraps that 
enhance the act of giving. 

Inspired by Indian textiles and the ancient art of Japanese 
Furoshiki. 

Thousands of tonnes of gift wrapping end up in 
landfills every year.

FabRap offers a beautiful, sustainable alternative which is
reusable and repurposable. 

A FabRap delights the recipient and transforms the act of giving 
into a lasting memory.



FabRaps are available in Single Sided or Double Sided designs in three sizes:

Small - 35 cm x 35 cm
Medium - 55 cm x 55 cm
Large - 75 cm x 75 cm

Single Sided Double Sided



Single Sided Styles



Teal

This FabRap has an 
exclusively designed and 
beautifully illustrated teal and 
cherry Indian floral print. 



Cherry

This simple cherry FabRap  
with a lily white geometric 
outline is inspired by 
Moroccan lattice work or 
mashrabiya.  



Jade

The richness of jade with gold 
accents inspired by 
Japanese print design is a 
perfect FabRap for 
Christmas or any special 
occasion. 



Midnight

Deep midnight blue with gold 
reindeer prints is a fun yet 
elegant Christmas FabRap. 



Dove

Simple and elegant, this soft 
dove grey with lily white dots 
is a great FabRap to make 
any gift extra special.  



Lily

Another FabRap exclusive 
design with our signature 
Indian ornament print in soft 
dove and lily white. 

This FabRap is timeless and 
perfect for any gift giving 
occasion. 



Double Sided Styles



Teal & Cherry

This FabRap has an 
exclusively designed and 
beautifully illustrated teal and 
cherry Indian floral print on one 
side, contrasted with  cherry 
geometric on the other.  



Dove & Lily

Another FabRap exclusive design 
with our signature Indian ornament 
print in soft dove and lily white on 
one side, contrasted with dove with 
lily dots on the other.  



Jade & Midnight

The richness of jade with gold 
accents and deep midnight blue, 
with fun gold reindeer horns, 
makes this the perfect Christmas 
FabRap.   
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